Special Symbols
for

Special Needs

By Jim Mossman, Data Deja View
This article explores uses of several special
purpose marker symbol sets and identifies
techniques for visually separating symbols
of primary interest from those that are less
important. The referenced symbol sets—
DDVʼs Population Plus and the DDV highway
shield stylesets available for all 50 states—
were created by Data Deja View (DDV) and
can be downloaded at no charge from the
ESRI ArcScripts Web site (www.esri.com/
arcscripts).
Providing Information More Readily
The DDV Population Plus marker set is
available both for ArcView 3 and ArcGIS. The
set, which evolved from a research project,
was primarily designed to show things such
as measures of threat level and containment
capability relative to population center size
classifications. The goal was to present data
in a manner that would allow the viewer to
quickly visually identify basic priorities for
allocating federal and state funding to local
communities.

This symbology
conveys information
about both enrollment
and state aid.

This legend allows
representation of threat
assessment in relation
to population.

In this situation, the population element is
obviously important. Two communities—each
with high threat levels and low containment
capabilities—probably should not receive
the same amount of aid for equipment and
training if their populations differ significantly.
However, the marker set is not limited to this
use. As the map and legends that accompany
this article illustrate, there are many situations
that can benefit from the ability to show
two additional attributes that are relative to
community size.
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Although this need could have been met
by using three different symbols and manually
placing them around each population center
location, the process would be tedious.
Instead, single symbols with multiple layers
were created.
Building a Better Symbol Set
The font layer construction techniques for
half-circle and concentric circle symbols are
shown in the accompanying illustrations.
Although Macromediaʼs Fontographer was

used to generate these fonts, FontLab 4.5 from
FontLab could also have been used. Microsoft
Visual Basic 6 was used to build the style
sets for ArcGIS. For the ArcView 3 palettes,
Avenue was employed.
To apply the symbols to a map in ArcGIS,
the user changes the desired point featureʼs
symbology to the appropriate population
symbol. Then using the Symbol Property
Editor, the user manually changes the colors
of the attribute layers to match the data to be
represented. To retain the color changes, the
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In this map, economic
change is depicted using
three-part symbols.

user should lock each layer in the symbol by
clicking on the lock symbol next to that layer.
Creating the symbol set for ArcView 3 was
more challenging. Only one symbol layer can
be assigned unique user-selectable colors. To
get around this limitation, a set of 40 colors
was preassigned and locked for one data
portion of the symbols and gray was applied
to the user-changeable portion. These halfcolored symbols can be used with ArcGIS as
well.
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The Right Amount of Emphasis
As shown on the Economic Change map,
features should receive emphasis relative to
their importance. The population symbols are
of the greatest importance and must stand out.
Other features, such as the highway symbols,
should not compete with them.
Data Deja View created prenumbered
highway shield sets for all 50 states in the
United States for both ArcGIS and ArcView 3.
The ArcGIS and ArcView 3 versions of DDV
highway shields come in several design

styles—on-road, atlas, and USDOT—to
address level of importance issues. Some
states have very colorful shield designs, and
the DDV on-road style shields mimic the
design style used. Their use is appropriate
when highways are one of a mapʼs major
features. If highway identification was
considered only a little less important than the
economic data, the DDV atlas style shield sets
might be the most appropriate. USDOT style
shields are even less intrusive.
Continued on page 34
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The three illustrations showing zoomedin portions of the Economic Change map
demonstrate the effect of using these design
styles. The on-road style shields compete with
symbology for population and economic data.
When the atlas style shields are used in place
of the on-road style, the highway symbols—
while still noticeable—have been toned down
considerably.
For the Economic Change map, highway
identification plays only a minor orientation
role so further toning down of the highway
symbols is warranted. One way to do this is to
change the color of the atlas style shields from
black-on-white to gray-on-white. However,
the shield outlines would become lost against
the background of roads, which have also been
grayed to reduce their level of importance.
The final solution involved retaining
the atlas style Interstate shields and using
the USDOT style shields for U.S. and state
routes. The latter style employs a black
rectangular background for these types of
routes. All shields were changed to grayon-white. The filled gray areas in the shields
stand out sufficiently to be readily discerned

from the roads. By choosing the proper size,
coloring, and style of highway shield, route
identification can easily be relegated to the
proper level of importance on this map.
Polygons With Numbers and Letters
Identifying point features where text labeling
on the map cannot be used because there
are too many features that are too closely
spaced is the final mapping issue that will be
addressed here. The DDV Polygon and Letters
(PAL) and DDV Polygon and Numbers (PAN)
marker sets, only available for ArcGIS, were
designed to handle this situation.
For the tourist map of downtown Denver,
Colorado, that accompanies this article, sites
were symbolized by category using four of
the 11 different designs available in the PAN
set. For ease of location, sites were numbered
from left to right on the map. In the legend,
these symbols were placed in numeric order
within category.
The PAL set contains letters from A to
Z in serif and sans serif styles, and the PAN
set contains numerals from 1 to 99. These
symbols are useful against a wide variety of

Layer construction for half-circle symbol

Layer construction for concentric circle symbols

The on-road style shields place too much
emphasis on the highways.

Atlas style highway symbols are far less
arresting.
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To access the Symbol Property Editor, rightclick on the layer to symbolize and choose
Properties from the context menu. In the
Layer Properties dialog box, click on the
Symbology tab. In the Symbol Selector dialog
box, click on the Properties button.
backgrounds. Both sets were constructed with
variations in shape and borders.
Small Changes, Big Improvements
Several minor changes were made to the tourist
map that resulted in significant improvements.
Aerial photos of downtown Denver, obtained
from the terraserver (www.terraserver.com),

Developing a variety of symbol styles gives
the mapmaker more control over the level of
emphasis placed on symbol types. The DDV
highway shields are available in on-road,
atlas, and USDOT styles.

The final solution was to retain the atlas style
shield for interstate highways and use USDOT
style symbols for U.S. and state routes.
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This map of Cody, Wyoming, is designed to identify points of interest for tourists.

The DDV Polygon and Letters (PAL) and DDV
Polygon and Numbers (PAN) marker sets,
available only for ArcGIS, were designed to
identify point features where text labeling on the
map cannot be used because there are too many
features that are too closely spaced.
were fairly high in contrast. Lowering the
contrast a bit allowed the text and symbols to
stand out more. In addition, text lettering on
the photos was given a gray mask so that all
text would have a uniform background.
Another small touch—the use of the
narrow, pale yellow band behind the title,
between the map and its legend—made a
surprising improvement to the appearance of
the map. Final adjustments were made to the
highway symbols because they still stood out
too much. Both layers of the symbols were
grayed down. This reduced the contrast to
the extent that the symbols almost appear to
be part of the photo, yet were still visible and
readable.
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The highway shields overwhelm the aerial
photo.

Lowering the contrast allows the text and
symbols to stand out more.

Conclusion
These symbol sets provide an opportunity to
more effectively handle a number of mapping
challenges and should have a wide range of
applications. The techniques for visually
separating point feature symbols by level
of importance are not limited to highway
symbols. For users designing their own
symbols, the highway symbol examples point
out the potential benefits of designing symbols
in several styles.
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